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INTRODUCTION
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DESIGN PROPOSAL
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

A B S T R AC T

Humans are more disconnected than ever from the

natural environment. Architecture and ecology, both
providing a distinct conceptual framework for the city,
one for nature and one for culture, this thesis explores
the framework that calls for them to be intersected
to further an actionable ecology for the city and its
architecture. Interaction with the natural environment
is crucial to human well-being and development, but
sadly this connection has diminished drastically due
to the over reliance on modern day advances and
technology. Biophilic design is defined as a standard
that seeks to reconnect us with nature, and by doing so
provides all kinds of benefits—behavioral, mental, and
physical. This severed relationship can be attributed to
the lack of awareness of pressing environmental issues
that are threating our shared communities. Poorly
conceived designs contribute to the way we view and
experience nature as a separate entity from us; this
actually diminishes us. This thesis details how this
connection can be reconciled by designing through
a biophilic lens to strengthen the connection and
interpretation between nature and man while bringing
numerous benefits for public and environmental health.

WHY THIS PROJECT?

TORTOLA, BVI

ROAD TOWN
Capital of Tortola

SAGE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK
Park Information
Established: 1964
Area: 127 acres
Activities
Picnic
12 Hiking trails (1-3 miles
long)
Plant Conservation
Scientific Research

Most visitors and residents have a negative impression
about the Sage Mountain National Park, as an affected
area not suitable for agriculture and visitation. On the
contrary, it is an area with panoramic views of both the
British and United States Virgin Islands and offers rare
plants and fresh air. It needs special care to increase the
environmental awareness of tourists and locals towards
nature conservation and appreciation.
• There is a need for scientific field research for different
kinds of organisms, methods of growth, development,
and production
• Put an end to environmental abuses by building a
relationship with animals, plants, and their natural
environment.
• Change the mindset of the local community about the
natural environments and their need for attention and
care.
• Lack of awareness about social and environmental
issues in the community such as a lack of recreation
area for the local community and tourists.
•Among the adult population (20-64 years old), diabetes
and hypertension were the most common morbidities.
This creates the need for more recreational areas for
residents and tourists to enjoy and promote health and
wellness.
The project plays an important and effective role
in terms of raising awareness about environmental
systems and the protection and conservation of natural
resources such as plants and wildlife. It would be the
first of its kind in the Virgin Islands and that teaches
the importance of community involvement in regards
to their responsibilities for the environment. The site is
a key destination for various groups that are looking for
education, camping, recreation, and direct connection
to nature with close proximity to the Island’s capital.
It also has the opportunity to build stronger human
connectivity to the surrounding environment.

WHY THIS SITE?
Established in 1964, Sage Mountain National Park was
the first National Park in the BVI and represents the
beginning of conservation in the territory. Due to a lack
of visitor’s amenities, the park is slowly degrading and
losing its place within the community which calls for a
design intervention.
The site selected presents:
1. Very high biodiversity and already laid preliminary
infrastructure that offers the best location for a new
sustainable development on Tortola.
2. Panoramic views of both, the British and United
States Virgin Islands and nature around which also
servers as a symbolic gesture as it watches over the
city.
3. Agriculture heritage.
4. Close proximity to the capital and neighboring
communities.
5. The weaknesses and issues in the site also increase
the need and opportunity to establish this project.

T H E M E S & P H I LO S O P H Y
This project already has some of the infrastructures put
in place but what is needed is to add another dimension;
that the project becomes a house of nature, which
caters to the specific needs of the natural environment,
by interpreting for people and involve them in problemsolving. The design is considered in its entirety, which
involves the integration site, the link with nature, and the
interplay between interior and exterior spaces. There is
a philosophical harmony and continuity between the
interior, exterior, and landscaping. The building and land
interact as in a dialogue, like a rock that fits naturally in
its environment.

Simple and direct...

For the harmonious integration of the building with the
place, consideration will be taken to account for the
study of solar and wind direction, vegetation, terrain,
access, views, and other features in order to achieve
design integration that is positive with the natural
environment and doesn’t dominate it.

...Yet strong and iconic for a harmonic and
integrative design.

Sustainable living is a way of livelihood where people
attempt to decrease their footprint on Earth’s nonrenewable resources. It’s about little things from eating
locally harvested food instead of importing food to
choosing natural materials instead of concrete and
plastic that are harmful to the environment, and bigger
aspects such as design strategies and construction
that utilizes solar energy, keeping cool with tree shade
and awnings instead of air conditioners. The idea is to
live harmonically with the Earth, in natural beauty and
balance, respectful of our symbiotic relationship with
the cycles of nature.

1960s

ARCOLOGY

“The relationship between humankind and
nature can be one of respect and love rather
than domination…The outcome...can be
rich, satisfying, and lastingly successful, but
only if both partners are modified by their
association so as to become better adapted to
each other...
With our knowledge and sense of
responsibility…we can create new
environments that are ecologically sound,
aesthetically satisfying, economically
rewarding…This process of reciprocal
adaptation occurs…through minor changes
in the people and their environment, but a
more conscious process of design can also
take place.”

- René Dubos, The Wooing of the Earth

2015

“ P R AC T I C E O F B I O P H I L I C D E S I G N ”

Biophilia is about designing with
nature to promote human and nature
well-being.

1993

“ T HE BIOPHILI A H YPOT HE SIS”
Stephen R. Kellert, a social ecologist
interprets this notion in “The Biophilia
Hypothesis” (1993) by Stephen R.
Kellert and Edward O. Wilson “seeks to
determines common human responses
to perceptions of, and ideas about, plants
and animals, and to explain them in terms
of the conditions of human evolution.”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biophilia_
hypothesis)

1969

1980s

In the 1969, an Italian architect Paolo Soleri
created the philosophy called “arcology,”
which means “architecture” and “ecology.”

Ecotourism was an idea that was first
thought of in the early 1980s as a type of
travel for people who wanted to learn about
the natural environments and limiting their
environmental footprint.
(Environmental
Stewardship-Ecological
Connection-Community Empowerment ,
-Cross-cultural Connection)

PAO L O S O L E R I

1984

BIOPHILI A

“An “idea that humans possess an innate
tendency to seek connections with nature and
other forms of life“, an idea created by Edward
O. Wilson, an American biologist, naturalist,
and writer. “ (https://www.britannica.com/
science/biophilia-hypothesis)

ECOTOURISM

DESIGN THEOREM
BUILDING FOR LIFE:

Nature

has inspired many creative minds
throughout history. Human health and prosperity is
reliant on its relationship with the natural world; while
the symbolic relationship represents a consciousness of
our biological place in the universe. The purpose of this
thesis is to regain that value of nature within our lives
through the exploration of architecture that is conscious
of place and integrates nature in a metaphysical and
poetic sense. Less developed countries such as the
British Virgin Islands, where sustainability is a relatively
new concept utilizes up to 97% of fossil fuels for
transportation and energy which causes irreparable
damage to the environment. This speaks to the lack
of awareness of environmental issues that are upon
us. As architects or designers we have the ability and
power to preserve and restore local collective memory
and heritage along with improving environmental and
human health. The site selected was Sage Mountain
National Park as it offers an opportunity in both areas
which are lacking within the current community of
Tortola located in the British Virgin Islands.
Situated in western Tortola, about a 20-minute
drive from the capital Road Town, Sage Mountain
National Park is open from dawn to dusk. You can
get there via car, shuttle or taxi. The current program
of the park offers 12 looped hiking trails that takes you
through the park and hikers can access its grounds
for a minimal fee. Established in 1964, Sage Mountain
National Park serves as a historical/cultural/ecological
node that holds significant value, with natural and
cultural attractions but due to few visitors services

and activities along with poor management of its trail
system, the park is unaccessible and enjoyable for
individuals. Today the park has become vacant and
closed off from the community. Serving as the only
place of refuge for the local community and the natural
environment to coexist together, Sage Mountain has
become a forgotten treasure within the society resulting
in a loss of heritage and cultural value that was once
cherished by its ancestral past.

The problem calls for the creation of a resource
center in the form of an Environment Interpretation
Centre that utilizes Ecology as a means to reconcile
the local people and its sense of place, which have
fallen out of love with each other. The Centre will
be composed of a Victors Center, Research Center
and a Conservatory in the community garden along
with new park features offering enhanced pathways,
that will offer new ways to experience nature in an
accessible and creative way.

The program itself will respond to both the
needs of the park and to the needs of the community to
better improve the territory’s environments, economy,
and local culture. The building will become an open
forum for the community and make visitors aware of
environmental questions. Focusing on the future of
public space, Architecture is used to form a shared space
that will facilitate and promote wellness and prosperity
within the community, its surrounding environments in
a harmonic life-size experiment. The design will center
its approach in an organic way that forms a symbiotic
relationship with nature and the spiritual roots of the
place and time along with using the application of

energy systems that ensure good practices and thermal
comfort.
The first step in the redevelopment of the park is
the rehabilitation of its 127 acres of reserved forestry. The
park offers twelve walking trails and open leisure spaces.
The design proposal serves as an extension of the park
services that leads visitors into the Sage Mountain
National Park and its goals for conservation while
promoting environmental awareness and education
through the Research Center. The Environment Centre
will promote the park’s aims to raise people’s awareness
of environmental issues, to increase the participation
in environmental projects and to work towards a more
sustainable future. The aim of the project intervention
is to connect and emphasize environmental health as
much as human health within the community of Tortola.
The Centre will act as the anchor point for connecting the
relationships between people and nature, between the
tourist industry and the local community, and between
the town and the landscape. The new addition of these
programs will help create a home base to support
Tortola’s growing environmental education programs,
which are utilized by the public school systems and
integrate the park with its surrounding communities.
The proposed new volumes will facilitate spaces for fully
equipped classrooms, offices, and other open spaces for
public engagement for the Environment Centre, while a
public ‘living room’ which will hold a café, information
and exhibition space to welcome park visitors to stop
in to learn more about the park’s history and extensive
trails, and the sustainability of the building.

D E S I G N I N G A N D U N D E R S TA N D I N G T H E H U M A N - N AT U R E C O N N E C T I O N

NATIONAL PARK SERVICES

: a protected area for conservation and public recreation

Architecture plays a critical role in how we percieve our
lives and it becomes apart of our identity. This thesis is
the exploration of architecture as a remedy to improve
the human connection and well-being with the natural
environment through the use of direct and indirect
nature.

Indirect
attributes

PUBLIC
HEALTH +WELLNESS

ARCHITECT URE

a tool that accommodated these
departments

In today’s modern times, the role and importance of
the natural environment in an individual’s physical and
mental life has become confused. The progression
of civilization is seen as the over reliance on modern
advances and technology and less about the natural
world, but these two worlds are inseparable without
the other. The relationship between humans and the
natural world is not linear.

ENVIRONMENTAL
HEALTH

Indirect
attributes

ECOTOURISM

: Responsible travel to natural areas that conserve the environment, sustains the well-being
of the local people, and involves interpretation and education. (TIES)

Having a connection with nature is beneficial for the well-being of both humans and the natural world.

C O NC E P T UA L

F R A M E WO R K
SOCIAL ISSUES
ECONOMIC CONTEXT

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

ARCHITECT URE
PUBLIC HEALTH
HEALTH &
WELLNESS

XXXXXXOst publiis int. If
WATER SCARCITY

NATIONAL PARK SERVICES

BIODIVERSITY
ECOTOURISM

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

CULTURAL CONTEXT

CARBON
FOOTPRINT

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

ROLE OF ECOTOU RI SM I N EN V I RON M EN TA L I N T ERPRE TAT ION
"In the end, we conserve only what we love. We will love only what we understand. We will understand only what we are taught."
- Baba Dioum, Senegalese poet

INTERPRETATION

CONSERVATION

COMMUNITY

Ecotourism main emphasis is to educate those
on the role of protecting biologically diverse
areas while supporting the local culture and its
economy. This provides an enriched ecological
experience and environmental awareness
through interpretation that promotes a greater
understanding and appreciation for the natural
environment, the local community it serves,
and local culture.

Ecotourism provides long-term environmental
change while still providing economic
incentives for conservation purposes and
helps to improve bio-cultural diversity and
protection of natural and cultural heritage
areas.

Ecotourism follows the rule that this is
a shared commodity, where all socioeconomic benefits are shared with the
local communities. Offering employment
opportunities, ecotourism acts as an effective
vehicle for empowering local communities
against poverty with the goal of sustainable
development.

WHAT IS TOURISM AND ECOTOURISM?
WHO DOES IT AFFECT?
WHERE DO WE START?
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
HOW CAN ARCHITECTURE HELP?

The Tourism Industry is one of the Caribbean’s
largest industry and one of the biggest employers
so it essentially affect everyone, the tourist and
locals.
We start by identifying the problem. Tourism is
seen as a positive due to its economic impacts
contributing to employment, better services,
and social stability. However, the introduction
of tourists to sensitive areas can be detrimental,
causing a loss of culture and destruction of the
natural environment.
Ecotourism is about “uniting conservation,
communities, and sustainable travel”(The International
Ecotourism Society) .

ECOTOURISM AIMS TO...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Support the growth of the area
Provide a balanced social-economic climate
Future development that protects the environmental quality of the area
Fix the issues with the current stands of the Tourism Industry
Address environmental issues and the cost of urban development

“ THE INTERTWINING OF
ECOLOGY, CULTURE AND ECONOMY ”

Architecture is key to ecotourism because it
expresses the environment and culture through
space. It helps foster a sense of responsibility
and ownership for the surrounding environment
by using existing resources, local know-how,
craftsmanship, and art.

Tourism:
“ The commercial organization and operation
of vacations and visits to places of interest.”
(Oxford)
Ecotourism:
“Responsible travel to natural areas that
conserves the environment, sustains the
well-being of the local people, and involves
interpretation and education” (TIES, 2015)

“An action and advocacy to address
the full range of potentially modifiable
determinants of health”
(World Health Organization).

This includes our emotional, psychological, and
social well-being, which affects how someone
thinks, feels, and acts in certain situations..

Metal

health by definition captures three
centralized ideas: mental health is an integral
part of health, mental it is more than the
absence of illness, and it is deeply rooted with
an individual’s physical health and behavior.
In this sense, mental health creates the
foundation for the well-being and effective
functioning of an individual as well as the
community. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), mental health is defined
as:

“

U N DE R STA N D I N G

M E N TA L H E A LT H
FIG. 1.

A state of well-being in which
the individual realizes his or her own
abilities, can cope with the normal
stresses of life, can work productively
and fruitfully, and is able to make a
contribution to his or her community.

Our quality of life is influences by our mental
health and state of mind. Similar concept is
applied to physical health, where both needs
to be taken care of and maintained through
community and individual efforts. There are
many ways to maintain this effort, one being
through creating a sense of community that
becomes a “safe spaces”.
The body and mind have an important
relationship based on the concept that our
mind, body and soul are interconnected and
link us to our natural environments. In other
words, this experience gives us a sense of
place and belonging in an environment. If this
interaction becomes disturbed or unbalanced
it may result in a poor mental and physical
health.

MENTAL HEALTH

PSYCHOLOGICAL

EMOTIONAL

SOCIAL WELL-BEING

“One’s internal experience
and perception of their
lives”

“One’s ability to form
satisfying interpersonal
relationships with others”

“One’s ability to form
satisfying interpersonal
relationships with others.”

Psychological well-being
refers to how people
evaluate their lives.

More socially cohesive
societies are healthier
which decreases its
mortality rates.

More socially cohesive
societies are healthier
which decreases its
mortality rates.

According

to Montefiore Medical Center a
healing environment is defined as a place
that has a “nurturing and therapeutic effect.”
This effect has been used for studies to
improve hospital environments to help reduce
patients’ anxiety and stress, accelerate health
and wellness.
Architecture and psychology share a
relationship that might not be apparent to
some but it revolves around an understanding
that the interactions between humans and
the built environment along with the natural
environments an important instrument in
developing sustainable alternatives and
innovations. The architect plays a role in this.
Sustainability furthers this ideology by not
only refers to the natural environment but
sustain the growth and development of the
human evolution as well. It is defined by
the 1987 Bruntland Commission Report as a
process “that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.” There
are three main aspects of sustainability

which are ecology, economy, and society.
Ecological aspect refers to directly impacting
the environment and its surroundings.
This can be both positive and negative
as it is a give and take relationship. Some
factors by which architecture can impact
the environment are energy consumption,
water, air and soil pollution, and emission
of gases. The economic aspect refers to the
cost of the project, material transportation
and processing, overall productivity and
the development of the local economy. The
social aspect differs by focusing on providing
space of social equity, preservation of cultural
heritage, community engagement and
education, safety and overall health.
As the world’s population grows, the natural
environment begin to deplete, ecotourism
then becomes the solution. Ecotourism
aims to allow travelers to see Earth’s natural
wonders while doing so responsibly.

HEALING
ENV IRONMENTS
FIG. 2. Gardens by the Bay. Singapore
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BIOLOGICAL HOTSPOTS
The Caribbean is one of 25 biodiversity hotspots
worldwide, making it one of the most biologically
rich yet threatened areas in the World. As a
whole, the Caribbean forms one big hotspot.
Overall the world’s hotspots contain at least 50%
of the world’s total plant species and 42% of the
world’s terrestrial vertebrates as endemic species.
Originally representing 16% of the Earth’s surface,
the unique habitat of the hotspots has diminished
to just 2.3%. So how do we protect this vital
biodiversity? Critical Ecosystem Partnership
Fund (CEPF) has created four pillars to address
this growing biodiversity crisis in order to better
protect the world’s biodiversity hotspots.

Hotspots

SITE
FOUR “PILLARS” OF CEPF | PROTECTING
BIODIVERSITY BY EMPOWERING PEOPLE:
PILLAR 1: BIODIVERSITY
Our goal: Improve the status of globally significant
biodiversity in critical ecosystems within hotspots.
PILLAR 2: CIVIL SOCIETY
Our goal: Strengthen the capacity of civil society
to be effective as environmental stewards and
advocates for the conservation of globally
significant biodiversity.
PILLAR 3: HUMAN WELL-BEING
Our goal: Improve the well-being of people living
in and dependent on critical ecosystems within
hotspots.
PILLAR 4: ENABLING CONDITIONS FOR
CONSERVATION
Our goal: Establish the conditions needed for the
conservation of globally significant biodiversity.

FIG . 4.

ECOTOURISM

The

Tourism industry’s primary product is to sell
pristine natural locations while being in the emerged
age of ubiquitous urbanization and environmental
degradation. Locations of tourism attractions are either
near or located in hotspots, which are deemed Earth’s
most biologically diverse yet threatened terrestrial areas.
To qualify as a biodiversity hotspots, an area mus contain
at least 1,500 species of vascular plants found nowhere
else on Earth (known as “endemic” species) and have
lost at least 70% of its primary area of native vegetation.
Majority of these hotspots can be found near coastal
regions or protected natural sites. These destinations
are becoming targets of ubiquitous urbanization
and environmental degradation, Ecotourism has
become a sector of the tourism industry that offers
the same experiences as other tourism sites while not
contributing to its ecological footprint. There are many
factors which affect site selection, design and activities
such as, electricity consumption, oil consumption and
water consumption, which all contribute to a building’s
ecological footprint. How are these factors being
reused and recycled? This leads into the importance of
Ecotourism and its principles as it grows more popular
by allowing visitors to have an ecological experience
while respecting the relationship between the natural
environment and the built. It is a two-way relationship
that helps build an economy through tourism, utilizing
local labor and resources while putting back these
efforts into preserving and conserving these protected
natural areas.

Protected Areas I-IV 4

SITE

Protected Areas V-VI 5
Hotspots
Ecotourism Destinations
UNESCO World
Heritage Site

“There are seven categories of protected area: Ia;
Strict Nature Reserves. Ib; Wilderness Areas. II;
National Park. III; National Monument. IV; Habitat
and Species Management Areas. V; Protected
landscape (modified landscapes of cultural
ecological and scenic value) and VI; Protected
Areas with Sustainable use of natural resources.
From a biodiversity conservation perspective,
categories I-IV are preferable and in our mapping
of the hotpots we draw a distinction between
categories I-IV and V-VI. “
- HTTPS://ATLAS-FOR-THE-END-OF-THE-WORLD.COM/WORLD_MAPS/WORLD_MAPS_
PROTECTED_AREAS.HTML

FIG . 5.

E N V I R O N M E N TA L P E R F O R M A N C E

“ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE INDEX
National environmental performance rankings
are based on the following high-priority
environmental issues
1. Health Impacts
2. Air Quality
3. Water & Sanitation
4. Water Resources
5. Agriculture
6. Forests
7. Fisheries
8. Biodiversity & Habitat
9. Climate & Energy

SITE

EPI Scores (0-100 worst to best)

The Caribbean is still a developing area and needs
further assistance in order to improve its natural
environments for which the local communities
and economies relies on such as, including
disaster risk prevention, availability of fresh water
and revenue from tourism.

27.66 >>>>>>>> 90.68”
(atlas-for-the-end-of-the-world)

A environmental performance map is based on the 2016
Environmental Performance Index (EPI).
FIG . 6.

HTTPS://WWW.CEPF.NET/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES/CARIBBEAN_EP_SUMMARY.PDF

S I T E L O C AT O R
SAGE
MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK

[ WHY ? ]
The

end design goal is to create an environmental
interpretation/visitor interpretive centre that will

North American

disperse knowledge of natural heritage and
appreciation. These centers are a kind of new-style
museum and its program helps to emphasis local
cultural or historic or natural sites. Mount Sage National
Park was selected as a site as it demonstrates Tortola’s
leadership in protecting and expanding its urban forest
and improving the health of its people and watershed.
The 127 acres of trees and parkland help reduce the
heat island effect, provide habitat, give places for
people to recreate and restore mental well-being, and
sequester carbon.

Tortola, BVI

The Caribbean
Cuba

Dominican
Republic

ROAD TOWN

World Map

Capital of Tortola

4,630 FT

South American
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Tortola, BVI

The British Virgin Islands, a British overseas territory

is located in the eastern Caribbean Sea. It is part of a
collection of islands called the Virgin Islands, which
makes up the northeastern extremity of the Greater
Antilles. Puerto Rico is a neighboring island located
west of the Virgin Islands. The British Virgin Islands
consists of 4 main islands (Tortola, Anegada, Virgin
Gorda, and Jost Van Dyke) plus 32 smaller islands,
which more than 20 are uninhabited. Tortola (21 square
miles), the largest of the islands, holds most of the
population of the BVI, and the capital is Road Town.

SITE COMMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural land use
Public access
Daylight
Views
Privacy
Environmental open space
Ecological properties already Accessibility
Cultural Node
Landmark
Freedom from noise
Flora and fauna
Symbolic function (embody the history, values,
and identity of a community or a nation.)
Lack of local park services
Not maintained
Lack of infrastructure or amenities/activities for
locals and visitors
Learning programs can be implemented

10th

30.3K

35/100

Most expensive state in the
United Kingdom.

Population of the British
Virgin Islands based on
the latest United Nations
estimates (Nov. 2020)

Livability Score

Ethnic Group

Population

Economy

The culture is very diversity within the British
Virgin Islands.

Most inhabitants reside within an urban setting.

The British Virgin Islands’ economy is based
on tourism and international financial services,
which together represent more than 70% of the
territory’s gross domestic product (GDP).

SOCIAL ISSUES

Nutritional Diseases

According to the Millennium Development Goals
Report 2008 (4), nutrition and eating habits, particularly
those of children, are of concern in the territory, given
the increasing incidence of chronic disease conditions
associated with diet and lifestyle.
The Global School-based Student Health Survey
(GSHS)1 revealed that 2.8% of students were
underweight (4.0% boys and 1.9% girls), 36% were
overweight (35.8% boys and 37.8% girls), and 17.7%
were obese (17.5 boys and 17.9% girls).

The high prevalence of chronic,
noncommunicable diseases must be
addressed and the initiative can start
with the revitalization of
The Sage Mountain National Park to
address these issues and offer some
relief.

24%

Education

Age

Health Issues

Regarding the level of education attained by
those residing on Tortola, the 2010 census reports
the following:

Adults aged 25–64 years made up 54.4% of the population
in 2010 and amongst this group, diabetes and hypertension
were the most common morbidities! Within the Territory,
there is a need for the creation of policies and programs to
prevent and control these diseases and their risk factors.

In 2010, the leading causes of death included
Coronary heart disease, diabetes mellitus, and hypertension,
all which can be cured through treatment and lifestyle
modifications.
Adults aged 25–64 years made up 54.4% of the population in
2010. Among the adult population, diabetes and hypertension
were the most common morbidities.

24%>

Most common morbidities:
1. Coronary Heart
Disease
2. Diabetes

24%

30%<

3. Hypertension

Age distribution and dependency ratios for Tortola
From the 2010 Census.

According to the Millennium Development Goals Report 2008
(4), nutrition and eating habits, particularly those of children,
are of concern in the territory, given the increasing incidence of
chronic disease conditions associated with diet and lifestyle.

Other Challenges:
HUMAN RESOURCES

The retention of human personnel continue to be a
huge challenge within small island typologies. Many
migrate out of the British Virgin Islands to places
such as the United States of America and the United
Kingdom for better opportunities.

“FREE SPACES”

The are a lack of community spaces that promote
health and wellness within the territory and celebrate
cultural heritage. These free spaces encourage
inspiration and collaboration within the community.

LACK OF ACTIVITIES

Small island typologies have the issue of retaining
fulfillment and excitement especially when it
comes to entertaining the youths. This becomes a
“lackluster” atmosphere overtime which lends itself
the opportunity to create new inventive ways on
how to spend your free time. New programs within
the territory need to be created in order to empower
the youths of today and spark dialogue on what
opportunities lie out there.

RECREATE RESPONSIBILITY
SOLUTION:

ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERPRETATION CENTRE + RESEARCH CENTER
R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S

W H AT A R E T H E I S S U E S ?
Sustainability Capacity Building
Program
A program formed in the British Virgin Islands with four
local partners with the “key objective of this program
was to enable sustainability capacity on BVI and to
set the stage for further development of ‘strategic
sustainability expertise’ in BVI. In addition, the program
deepened participant’s understanding of sustainability,
so that they can apply their new knowledge in the
context of their community.” The program summary
report enlists some of the key challenges within
the territory as well as some areas to focus on. This
thesis will form it’s investigate how to combat these
challenges in a design proposal that will be housed
on Tortola, the largest and most developed of all the
British Virgin Islands.

The initiative is to capture the history of the place and showcase how the beautiful landscapes
evolved over time. The proposal will be used to transition visitors into the Sage Mountain National
Park while acting as an outlet that promotes environmental sustainability through community
education and scientific research. The project aims to improve the well being of the community
of Tortola and its environments through the use of architecture and education. This will create a
nurturing environment for local enjoyment and recreation, and draw inspiration and discovery

+KEY CHALLENGES

Program partners:

1.

The Conservation and
Fisheries Department, which
is committed to protecting
the natural and unique
features of the British Virgin
Islands.

Green VI, a local not-forprofit organization with a
vision of a green, clean,
healthy, and prosperous
BVI, in which a balance is
maintained between
Development and
conservation of the natural
environment.

The H. Lavity Stoutt
community College
(HLSCC), a community
College that offers universityparallel, technical career, and
adult continuing education
programs.

The Natural Step, a global
not-for-profit organization
with over a decade
of experience helping
organizations and individuals
understand and make
meaningful progress toward
sustainability.

2.

3.

Lack of environmental awareness and education
outreach programs

Environmental impacts of tourism, for instance
around 80% of the mangroves of the British Virgin
Islands have been destroyed, largely to make way
for tourist development (BVIHCG 2007) and this is

“Highly dependent on imported goods (about 90%)
that detracts from and affects the local community’s
ability to produce organic and healthy food

5.
“Dependent on grid electricity “

6.

7.

8.

4.
Highly dependent on fossil fuels for transportation
and energy ( BVI, 97%)

Lack of sustainable development strategies
“Modern building practices have become poor,
have incorporated pollutants and they are unsafe”

“Educate the public regarding nutrition, diet, and
exercise”
Promote community exercise such as walking and
cycling that have “enormous investment returns
through reduced energy consumption, reduced
medical expenses, and reduced environmental
degradation.

“

The Problem an Solution

The intent of this design proposal rests
on the belief that the development of an
Environmental Interpretation Centre will
help to foster a clear awareness of, and
concern about, economic, social, political
and ecological interdependence in urban
and rural areas within small island typologies
that have limited resources and knowledge
of sustainable practices by creating an open
forum of education and knowledge to protect
and improve the environment. The aim is to
create a new patterns of thought and behavior
of individuals, groups and society as a whole
towards protecting its shared environment.

B V I S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
Renewable Energy

The British Virgin Islands depends almost entirely
on burning fossil fuels for energy and transportation.
However, the island due to its site context is rich in
natural resources for which energy can be generated
form such as solar and wind energy.

Sustainable Environmental Tourism
Program (2012)

Caribbean Alliance for Sustainable
Tourism (CAST), 1997

Established: 2012
About: helps maintain national goals
and objectives and Green Globe
Certification program.

About: promotes events focus on
providing environmental support to
local operations

College’s Learning Resource Centre,
2015

Fossil Fuels

Percent of B.V.I. Electric Energy Consumption

Rotary Club of Tortola ,
1968
Established: 1968
About: an organization that provide humanitarian
service

Go Green Festival ,
June 2010

Local College
Green Incentive, 2010

The first annual “BVI Go Green Festival”
was held in June 2010

Established: 2010
About: to create environmental
awareness and promote
environmentally sustainable practices
through the local school systems

Jost Van Dyke Preservation
Society 2014
Established: 2014
About: A community-based program
advancing environmental protection
and sustainable development.

“Seeds of Love planting and beach clean

The Environmental Protection &
Tourism Improvement Fund Act, 2017
Launched: 2017
About: Visitors to the Virgin Islands are to pay a
fee of $10 for the Environmental and Tourism Levy
which help manage and protect the Territory’s
environment and supports local activities related to
environmental protection and improvement

FIG. 7.
NOTE:
Sustainability is still a new concept with the British Virgin Island as
well as the other small island typologies that are still developing.
Tortola, being the largest of all the British Virgin Islands, has the
means and opportunities to house an environmental resource
center to help the community better understand the fragility of
our environment and the importance of its protection for future
generations.

Public Realm
This thesis uses the methodology that small
island typologies need free and safe public
spaces which are vital to sustaining the
health of the community and it’s environments
by introducing a new programmatic volume
that takes the form of an Environmental
Interpretation Centre. It will offer new
activities and job opportunities that integrates
the Sage Mountain National Park as a
cultural/natural landmark and the topic of
“Sustainability and Conservation” back into
the community of Tortola. The design aims
to create a safe and nurturing environment
that takes advantage of outdoor spaces
while promoting environmental education and
natural history as it directly influences the
growth and development of the population.

P L AC E S F O R
I N T E R AC T I O N

Environmental Legislation

Local Attractions

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

There

is a limited variety of local activities and
attractions which gives the opportunity to create a
place of enjoyment and nature discovery back to the
community that offers more activities for visitors while
creating jobs for local personnel.

Brewers Bay
Mount Healthy
National Park

Department of
Waste Management

Cane Garden Bay

Creating a Unique Opportunity

The regeneration of Sage Mountain National Park
provides a point of interest that already exists within
the community with the new development of an
Environmental Interpretation Centre, an institution
for dissemination of knowledge of natural or cultural
heritage. The Centre will act as an extension to the Sage
Mountain National Park and promote /further the goals
of the park. This forms a unique opportunity that will
set itself apart from the current public spaces reflected
in Tortola by exhibiting a commitment to the wellbeing of the community who occupy the site, which
includes physical and mental wellness. It will be the
responsibility of the institution to support and nurture
the community at large to the extent possible through
the built environment and policy. This thesis will be an
example of this concept by providing a dynamic design
that emphasizes the site and what it has to offer the
community with metrics to support the methodology.

Josiah’s Bay

Josiah’s Bay
plantation

“Every person has the right to an environment
that is generally not harmful to his or her health or
well-being and to have the environment protected, for
the benefit of present and future generations, through
such laws as may be enacted by the Legislature
including laws to (a) prevent pollution and ecological
degradation; (b) promote conservation; and (c) secure
ecologically sustainable development and use of
natural resources while promoting justifiable economic
and social development.”
Virgin Islands Constitution Order, 2007

Ministry of Health and Social
Development

Callwood Rum
Distillery

Division of

Environmental
SITE_ Sage Mountain
National Park

Vision + Mission
Old Government
House Museum

Queen Elizabeth II Park
J.R. O’Neal Botanical
Garden

Smuggler’s Cove

Nanny Cay

Tortola Pier
Park

The Ministry of Health and Social Development in
Tortola which my site selected falls under, shares its
vision that “all inhabitants of the Territory are able to
maximize their opportunities for health and social wellbeing as key resources for life and development.” An
interpretation centre can be a viable solution for effective
communication of Tortola’s heritage information and
works to educate and raise awareness about nature
and the environment. It is also important to note
that local heritage is an important factor for tourism
development. Starting within the public sector, the
Environmental Interpretation Centre will promote the
goals of the territory and those of the Sage Mountain
National Park in one concise design.

SITE CONTEXT

SITE
L O C AT I O N

SITE

The site offers a symbolic gesture as a cultural and natural landmark
and is the highest point in the Virgin Islands.
CAR
PARK

BATHROOMS

VISITORS CENTER

Tortola, BVI

E
SIT

There is a main road that circulates the around the islands and breaks into
smaller roads.

Sage Mountain National
Park
Unpaved route

UNPAVED ROAD

Project site
Sage Mountain National Park

Park Boundary
PROGRAM

Environmental Interpretation Centre
(Visitors center, Research center, Conservatory)

MISSION

“To promote human and ecosystem health and
sustainability through environmental education, research, and
service.”

Site Photos

SUN PATH

Park entrance

Park trail,

Car Park

Current trail

Lookout pavilion

.
30 MIN

1

I
5M

N.

Fruit tree found within the

Walking route to Park

SE WIND FLOW

N

Places within the City

Sage Mountain
National Park

Site Analysis

There are limited safe and public green spaces where
the community can gather and socialize in an outdoor
environment.
Site
The Capital
The Airport

Wind direction
Sun path
Green spaces

Attractions

New developments and places for interactions are focused
along the coastal region or within the Capital near the cruise
ship port. The Sage Mountain National Park is the largest public
green space on Tortola that offers outdoor recreational spaces
for the community with various trails and lookout posts.
Local attractions

Main street

Government complex

Village

TORTOL A

W I N D PAT H

Caribbean vernacular architecture requires working with many different styles and the challenging landscape. Understanding
weather conditions plays an important role in the construction, placement and overall design of a building due to imposing
weather patterns.

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

(December Solstice)
Dec 215:02 am

(March Equinox)
Mar 205:37 am

(June Solstice)
Jun 2011:32 pm

(September Equinox)
Sep 22

https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/sites/windrose.phtml?station=TUPJ&network=VG__

S U N PAT H D I A G R A M
Road Town, British Virgin Islands

Louvers can direct airflow upwards or

Cross ventilation.

Vernaular Archiecture Charaterictics
Pitched or Flat Roof with Overhangs

A canopy over a window leads air upward.

High Ceilings

Windows placed higher
allow hot air to escape.

Courtyards
Spacial Organization
Openings
Louvers

A gab between a canopy and a wall directs air
downwards..

Downwards airflow is improved further when a
louvered sunshade is used.

Placing smaller
windows facing
provailing winds and
larger outlet windows
on the opposite side
provide more air

Wind Flow
Passive ventilation is important for
thermal comfort and requires proper
window sizing and placement within
a building’s deisgn to work effectively.

Contextual Archiecture
Orientation
Material
https://www.gaisma.com/en/location/road-town.

Cafe/ Bookstore on Main Street, Road Town

TORTOL A

Old Government House, Tortola, British Virgin

Steele Point Estate, West End, Tortola

Shannon House (Balinese style home), Tortola

Oil Nut Bay Resort, Virgin Gorda, BVI

M AT E R I A L I T Y
Vernacular architecture utilizes local materials

and resources to blend new architecture with
its environment to create a sense of place and
local identity. Architecture in the Caribbean has
many influences which include, the Ameridian,
African, Dutch, Spanish, French and other
European Colonial cultures.

IMAGE. https://www.obmi.com/project/steele-

Pigment. The colour palette of
the Caribbean were made from
local minerals and clays to form
its color.

Louver help block heat gain while
allowing passive ventilation to
cool interior spaces.

Lime stone can withstand the
weather better and longer than
brick and form coastal reef.

It is better to construct exterior
walls of 8” thick concrete block.

Iron work is another
architectural influence in the
Caribbean due to colonial
architecture.

Steel construction used for
lightweight support and roof
coverage.

https://modernize.com/roof/types/

Wooden shutter are used as
a cheap alternative to metal
shutters to protect homes againist
huricane..

Natural Stone.

Wood oaneling. Building
materials utilize local and natural
elements and can be These
materials can be processed in a
modern and traditional way to
produce furniture.
http://www.mclaughlinanderson.com/

Color Palette:

IMAGE. https://bvivillarental.com/shannon-house-

IMAGE. https://www.islands.com/story/caribbean/amazing-british-virginislands-lion-heart-home-for-sale/

Flensburg brick was brought
from Europe and used in the
colony’s buildings. This way the
Europeans got homes they could
not only live in, but which were
desirable residences.

Porticos and arches are
used as a known archietcural
characteristic from Caribbean
colonial architecture.

Textured wood roof tiles.

Caribbean archietcure iis a
mixture of spanish, english
, African and European
styles.

http://www.kuhlscontracting.
com/2011/10/should-cedar-roofs-bepressure-washed/

Lattice window treatments.
Most buildings are deisgned
to be open to allow for passive
ventilation.

https://www.iberostar.com/en/
inspiration-guide/lifestyle/journeythrough-colonial-architecture-

https://times.vg/high-court-trialsaffected-as-judge-quashes-territory-sdefective-jury-list

Government of
the Virgin Islands
Administration
Complex.Buildings

heavily rely on concrete
for its structural properties
against hurricane reason (

TORTOL A

LAND USE
TORTOLA, BVI

The

site is situated between three primal
villages and towns with close proximity to the
Road Town, the city capital. Site accessibility is
an important factor of the site selection and the
park’s centralize position makes it a vital place
for community engagement and recreational
space.

WEST CENTRAL

BRITISH VIRGIN
NATIONAL PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
PLAN

LAND USE MAP 1A
TORTOLA
Land use Designations

Primary Settlement Area
Towns and Villages
Country side

WEST END

ROAD
TOWN

EAST END

The Remaining Islands and Cays
National Park
Marine Protected Area

LONG LOOK

Natural hazard / Constraints
British Virgin Islands
Protected fishery
Turtle nesting Site
Cruisedock
Airport

SEA COWS BAY

Ferry Terminal
Major Road
Inland Water

N

SITE

Site selected

CANOPY
GROUNDCOVER

UNDERSTORY

BIOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE

HISPANIOLAN AMAZON
HERMIT CRAB

HELP RECYCLE ENERGY
BACK INTO THE ECOSYSTEM

BO-PEEP TREE FROG

IMPORTANT TO THE HEALTH OF THE FOREST ECOSYSTEM

FIG TREE

FOOD SOURCE + MANUFACTURING+SHELTER + BREEDING SITES

BULLETWOOD

FURNATINGS + MANUFACTURING PURPOSES

ORNAMENTAL TREE + TIMBER PRODUCTION

FOOD +DRINK

GUAVABERRY TREE
EPIPHYTES

SUITABLE HABITAT

APPLE BUSH

DRINK + MEDICAL PURPOSES

SCALE
100’

Section AA
“Endangered plants are important to the
ecosystem – and humanity relies on that
ecosystem. “ (BBC)
SECTION AA

AA

AA

SCALE
100’

300’

600’

BB

BB

Section BB
SECTION BB
SECTION BB

UNDERSTORY

Http://www.irf.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/
TortolaEnvironmentalProfile_201510.Pdf

GROUNDCOVER

CANOPY
UNDERSTORY
GROUNDCOVER

CANOPY
UNDERSTORY
GROUNDCOVER

GUMBO LIMBO

MEDICINAL PROPERTIES+ SHELTER

COCONUT TREE

GUMBO
FOOD
+DRINK LIMBO
+ SHELTER
MEDICINAL PROPERTIES+ SHELTER

WEST INDIES MAHOGANY

ANDESTRIAL FERN

COCONUTPURPOSES
TREE
FURNATINGS + FUEL + MEDICINAL
FOOD +DRINK + SHELTER

WEST INDIES MAHOGANY

FURNATINGS + FUEL + MEDICINAL PURPOSES

WEST INDIAN TREEFERN

SUITABLE HABITAT + FOOD SOURCE

MAYTENUS CYMOSA
ANDESTRIAL FERN

WEST INDIAN TREEFERN

SUITABLE HABITAT + FOOD SOURCE

MAYTENUS CYMOSA

NONI I STARVATION FRUIT

FOOD SOURCE+ MEDICINAL PURPOSES

NONI I STARVATION FRUIT

FOOD SOURCE+ MEDICINAL PURPOSES

POKEMEBOY

SUITABLE HABITAT + FOOD SOURCE

SUITABLE HABITAT + FOOD SOURCE

POKEMEBOY
PUERTO RICO MANJACK

SUITABLE HABITAT + FOOD SOURCE

PUERTO RICO MANJACK

SUITABLE HABITAT + FOOD SOURCE

UNDERSTORY
GROUNDCOVER

CANOPY

UNDERSTORY
GROUNDCOVER

CANOPY

The scheme redevelops and
regenerates a dying site formerly
used as a plantation site.

WHITE CEDAR (TERRITORIAL TREE /FLOWER)

CANOPY

SITE SECTION

Sage Mountain National Park comprises of 92 acre of
terrestrial area and is located at the highest peak in all the
Virgin Islands at 1716 feet. The park is a semi rain forest,
with 12 walking trails and outward views. These trees and
species contribute to the territory’s cultural heritage, such
as guava, white cedar, mahogany and other trees. Tortola

is also deemed as one of the Tropical Important Plant
Areas (TIPAs) which highlights areas for plant and habitat
conservation, identified by the presence of threatened
species/ habitats and/or high botanical richness.
“How do we make a modern development sustainable?”
The design will introduce new programs to better
regenerate and activate the site in form of an Eco-Hub/
vistor’s centre with associated Research Facility. This
will help promote eco-awareness and wellness within

300’

the community while still factoring economic relief and
enjoyment for visitors. The goal at the end is to develop a
“Working Design Policy” using the principles of ecotourism
and “sustainability” to form a guide for both, existing and
future, developments in Tortola in order to help improve
Tortola’s environments, economies, and culture.

600’

03
CA SE ST UDIE S
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
+ ELEMENTS
CASE STUDIES

Environmental
Features

BIOPHILI A & HUM AN W ELL -BEING

Stephen

Kellert, a Yale University professor of Social
Ecology and Senior Research Scholar, gave a keynote
lecture at a symposium hosted by the Chicago Botanic
Garden. During his talk “Biophilia, Biophilic Design, and
Healing”, Kellert explained the six biophilic elements of
design in six parts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Environmental features
Natural shapes and forms
Natural patterns and processes
Light and space
Place-based relationships
Evolved human-nature relationships

The idea of biophilia is about how people affect nature
than how nature affects people.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Natural materials
Virus & vistas
Facade greening
Geology & landscape
Habitats & ecosystems
Fire

Natural Patterns +
Processes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1. Botanical motifs
2. Tree & columnar
supports
3. Animal (mainly
vertebrate) motifs
4. Shells and spirals
5. Egg, oval, & tubular
forms
6. Arches, vaults, domes
7. Shapes resisting
straight lines & right
angles
8. Simulation of natural
features
9. Biomorphy
10. Geomorphology
11. Bio-mimicry

Natural Shapes +
Forms

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Sensory variability
Information richness
Age, change, & the
Patina of time
Growth efflorescence
Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Transitional spaces
Linked series and
chains
Integration of pans to
wholes
Complementary
contrasts
Dynamic balance and
tension
Fractals
Hierarchically
organized ratios and
scales

Place-based
Relationships

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Natural light
Filtered & diffused light
Light & shadow
Reflected light
Light pools
Warm light
Light as shape & form
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape & form
Spatial harmony
Inside-outside spaces

Light + Space

10.
11.

Geographic
connection to place
Historic connection to
place
Ecological connection
to place
Cultural connection to
place
Indigenous materials
Landscape orientation
Landscape features
that define building form
Landscape ecology
Integration of culture
and ecology
Spirit of place
Avoiding placelessness

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Prospect + refuge
Order & complexity
Curiosity & enticement
Change &
metamorphosis
Security & protection
Mastery & control
Affection & attachment
Attraction & beauty
Exploration + discovery
Information & cognition
Fear & awe
Reverence & spirituality

Evolved Human-Nature
Relationships

Environmental
Features

Place-based
Relationships

Light + Space

CA SE ST UDIE S

+DESIGN ELEMENTS
Natural Patterns +
Processes

Natural Shapes +
Forms

Evolved
Human-Nature
Relationships

THESE PRECEDENTS AIM TO
TEACH, PROTECT & SHARE
The following framework will be used to analyze the

selected case studies and highlights aspects that could
be beneficial to Tortola’s local community. These project
were either chosen for their design goals towards the
community and its environment. Their design construct
will serve as considerations to help influence new
ideas to merge Tortola natural environment with its
people in a more cohesive and thoughtful way through
architecture.

CASE STUDY 01

The Buhais Geology Park Interpretive Centre
Architects: Hopkins Architects
Area: 484 SF
Year: 2020
Photographs: Marc Goodwin
Location: SHARJAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

N
BRONZE-COLORED STEEL
CLADDING

1

SHELL + FORM

2

1

EXHIBITION SPACE

4

THEATRE

NATURAL VENTILATION WITH
MINIMAL HEAT GAIN

PROGRAM
The Centre aims to promote an understanding of
how landscapes are formed by tectonic activities.

2

OFFICE

CONCRETE SHELL

GEOLOGICAL TRAIL
3

CAFE

EXHIBITION SPACE
4

SPACIAL ORGANIZATION
The center’s inner spaces were designed to lead you
from one space to other in order to explore the Jebel
itself. The program is divided into smaller volumes
for a more intimate yet spacious feel.

REINFORCED CONCRETE

SERVICE BUILDING

RECEPTION

FACILITIES

FORM
The cluster of four concrete pods that form the
Interpretive Centre takes inspiration from the shape
of prehistoric sea urchins that once use to live in
the now, sharjah desert. The design reflects the
geological and cultural significance found within the
landscape.
DESIGN
The design lightly touches the landscape, which is a
prehistoric burial site filled with fossils. Color is used
to demonstrate the different hues of the Desert site.

CONCRETE FOUNDATION

ENTRY CANOPY
ARRIVAL PATH

0 1 2

SUN

VISTA
SMALL
EXHIBITION

10

20m

United Arab
Emirates

NATURAL VENTILATION

LARGE
EXHIBITION

5

FACILITIES

SCALE

Environmental
Features

Color
Air
Sunlight
Views & vistas
Geology & landscape

Place-based
Relationships

Historic connection to place
Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Natural Patterns
+ Processes

Central focal point
Bounded spaces
Linked series & chains
Integration of pans to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Light + Space

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape & form
Inside-outside spaces

Human-Nature
Relationships

Natural Shapes
+ Forms

Curiosity & enticement
Change & metamorphosis
Security & protection
Attraction and beauty

Shells & spirals
Shapes resisting straight lines
& right angles

CASE STUDY 02

Taijiang National Park and Visitor Center
Architects: Bio-architecture Formosana
Area: 8260 m 2
Year: 2016
Photographs: Lucas k Doolan, Rui Jsung Pan, BaF
Location: Annan Dist., Tainan City 709, Taiwan

PROGRAM
The Taijian National Park Center aims to preserve
the landscape and cultural heritage of the region.
The site sits on a seven hectare fish farm, which
offers tourist service facilities, administrative spaces,
the national park police station, and staff dormitory
spaces. The project serves for both tourism and
sustainability in order to satisfy local demands for
business management, tourism, and conservation
researches.
“ TAIJIANG SETTLEMENTS“
The different building masses reflect a Taijiang island
which deconstructs into smaller settlements with
courtyards and alleyways. The building is raised to
protect the natural habitat below.
FORM
The roof acts as an extension of the existing
environment for native birds to utilize with
scavenged driftwood and oyster shells.
INSPIRE
The design combines a sustainable environment
and green technology in order to create a new
impression of Tainan.

N

OPEN TO SUMMER
WINDS

BLOCKS WINTER
WINDS

2

1

SW MANSOON

SPACE REQUIREMENT FROM THE CLIENT

REINTERPRETED PROGRAM - TAIJAIN CAMPUS

4

3

NE MANSOON

WATER PROGRAM

PUBLIC

PRIVATE SPACE

Environmental
Features

Taiwan

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Geology & landscape

Place-based
Relationships

Natural Patterns
+ Processes

Light + Space

Human-Nature
Relationships

Historic connection to place
Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Integration of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Inside-outside spaces

Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis
Security and protection
Attraction and beauty

Natural Shapes
+ Forms

Geomorphology
Simulation of natural features

CASE STUDY 03

Vasquez Rocks Nature Interpretive Center
Architects: Brooks + Scarpa
Area: 3,000 SF
Year: 2010
Photographs: Courtesy of Brooks + Scarpa
Location: Agua Dulce, California, USA

3

2

1

4

The Vasquez Rocks Nature and Interpretive Center is
apart of the Los Angeles County Parks system. The
building’s form mimic sits natural surroundings and
its scale is kept small to limit the building’s footprint.
Brooks + Scarpa describes their project design as
one that “communicates the feeling that it is at one
with its environment, treading lightly upon the land
but leaving a significant cognitive impact upon the
visitor.”
The building’s orientation limits heat gain in the
summer but allows wind in the winter. It is also
oriented to capture prevailing winds to cool the
building down. The roof is slanted to harvest
rainwater.

Environmental
Features

Agua Dulce, United States

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Geology & landscape

Place-based
Relationships

Natural Patterns
+ Processes

Light + Space

Human-Nature
Relationships

Historic connection to place
Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Integration of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Inside-outside spaces

Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis
Security and protection
Attraction and beauty

Natural Shapes
+ Forms

Geomorphology
Simulation of natural features

CASE STUDY 04

Gardens by the Bay
Architects: Grant Associates + Wilkinson Eyre
Architects
Area: 250 acres
Year: 2012
Photographs: Grant Associates
Location: 18 Marina Gardens Dr, Singapore

Conservatory complex:
Designed by Wilkinson Eyre Architects, the two
large domes serve as a home to various exotic
plant life from different climatic regions of the
world.

CITE: “Gardens by the Bay / Grant Associates” 17 Jul 2012. ArchDaily. Accessed
6 Dec 2020. <https://www.archdaily.com/254471/gardens-by-the-bay-grantassociates> ISSN 0719-8884

3

4

Super-trees provide shade,
shelter and help moderate
temperatures.

Gardens by the Bay is a national garden and premier
horticultural attraction for local and international
visitors. The main purpose of the development was
to increase the greening of Singapore due to the
major environmental issue of pollution within the
city. Their vision was to create “a world of gardens
for all to own, enjoy and cherish”.
Two giant biomes designed by Wilkinson Eyre
Architects – the Flower Dome (1.2 hectare) and the
Cloud Forest Dome (0.8 hectare) – display plants and
flowers from the Mediterranean-type climatic regions
and Tropical Montane (Cloud Forest) environments
and provide an all-weather “edutainment” space
within the Gardens.

2

1

BAY SOUTH (1/3)
Flower dome (smaller
dome): Mediterranean
climate, arid/tropical
regions (Australia, South
America, South Africa)

11/18 Super-trees generate
electricity via solar
photovoltaics for lighting and
water technologies to help
cool the conservatories.

Cloud Forest (larger dome)
complex: Tropical mountain
regions (southeast Asia)
Final form combines two different structural
systems, a grid shell and radiating arches.

Super-tree:
Super-trees, which are
tree-like structures ranging
in height from 25 meters
and 50 meters in height (9
to 16 stories). There will be
18 Super-trees, which act as
vertical gardens covered with
tropical flowering climbers,
epiphytes and ferns.

Environmental
Features

Place-based
Relationships

Natural Patterns
+ Processes

Light + Space

Human-Nature
Relationships

Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Integration of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Inside-outside spaces

Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis
Security and protection
Attraction and beauty

Natural Shapes
+ Forms

Singapore
Artificial climate technology:
By using water collection, irrigation
systems, and sun shades, the domes
are able to artificially re-create various
climates from humid and arid, to cool
and dry.

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Geology & landscape

Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Geomorphology
Simulation of natural features

BIOPHILIC LENS

COMPARATIVE MATRIX | PRECEDENTS

1

The Buhais Geology Park Interpretive Centre
Program: Interpretive center
Area: 484 SF
Location: SHARJAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

2

Taijiang National Park and Visitor Center
Program: National Park Center
Area: 8260 m 2
Location: Annan Dist., Tainan City 709, Taiwan

3

The Vasquez Rocks Nature and Interpretive Center
Program: Interpretive center
Area: 3,000 SF
Location: Agua Dulce, California, USA

4

The Gardens by the Bay
Program: National garden and horticultural attraction
Area: 250 acres
Location: 18 Marina Gardens Dr, Singapore

Environmental
Features

+5

+7

+7

+7

Color
Air
Sunlight
Views & vistas
Geology & landscape

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Geology & landscape

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Geology & landscape

Color
Water
Air
Sunlight
Plants
Animals
Geology & landscape

Place-based
Relationships

+4

+4

+4

+3

Historic connection to place
Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Historic connection to place
Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Historic connection to place
Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Landscape orientation
Landscape ecology
Spirit of place

Light + Space

Natural Patterns
+ Processes

+7

+6

+6

+6

Central focal point
Bounded spaces
Linked series & chains
Integration of pans to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Integration of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Integration of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

Central focal point
Patterned wholes
Bounded spaces
Integration of parts to wholes
Complementary contrasts
Dynamic balance & tension
Hierarchically organized ratios
& scales

+5

+5

+5

+5

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape & form
Inside-outside spaces

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Inside-outside spaces

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Inside-outside spaces

Natural light
Spaciousness
Spatial variability
Space as shape and form
Inside-outside spaces

Human-Nature
Relationships

+4

+4

+4

+4

Curiosity & enticement
Change & metamorphosis
Security & protection
Attraction and beauty

Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis
Security and protection
Attraction and beauty

Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis
Security and protection
Attraction and beauty

Curiosity and enticement
Change and metamorphosis
Security and protection
Attraction and beauty

Natural Shapes
+ Forms

+2

+2

Shells & spirals
Shapes resisting straight lines
& right angles

Geomorphology
Simulation of natural features

+2

Geomorphology
Simulation of natural features

+2

Geomorphology
Simulation of natural features
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SITE STRATEGIES

P R O G R A M & S PAT I A L E X P L O R AT I O N S 

“

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/interpretive-centre

“

FOCUS

INTERPRETIVE CENTRE?
noun
(at a place of interest, such as a country
park, historical site, etc) a building
or group of buildings that provides
interpretation of the place of interest
through a variety of media

NATURE CENTRE?
noun
an organization with a visitor center
or interpretive center designed to
educate people about nature and the
environment.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nature_center

E N V I R O N M E N TA L AWA R E N E S S & E D U C AT I O N

ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERPRETATION
CENTRE?
Research center/museum
A facility that promotes environmental sustainability through community education and
scientific research. Unlike traditional museums, an interpretation centre aims aren’t to
collect, conserve and study objects, rather they are specialized institutions that advocates
the significance and meaning of natural /cultural heritage. They work to educate and raise
awareness to the public. The program brief includes a Visitor’s Centre that includes; a
ticketing place, a library/chill-out zone, exhibition areas and two cafeterias, a small cafe
with an associated food market and a formal restaurant and lastly, administration with
offices, conference rooms, private bathrooms and a break area. An associated Research
Centre will be adjacent to the Visitors Centre, it will hold all the educational activities
which includes; laboratories, storage rooms, bathrooms, a break area, and lecture rooms.
https://www.cbd.int/doc/pa/tools/Environmental%20interpretation%20manual%20for%20protected%20areas%20in%20the%20MBRS.pdf

ATTRIBUTES

Environmental education focuses on:

Environmental education:

1. Engaging with citizens of all demographics to;
2. Think critically, ethically, and creatively when
evaluating environmental issues;
3. Make educated judgments about those
environmental issues;
4. Develop skills and a commitment to act
independently and collectively to sustain and
enhance the environment; and,
5. To enhance their appreciation of the environment;
resulting in positive environmental behavioral
change (Bamberg & Moeser, 2007; Wals et al., 2014)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Enhances real-world problem solving.
Strengthens physical activity and diet quality.
Encourages community leadership
Helps shape children’s attitudes toward the
environment

RELATED FIELDS
Environmental education bleeds into other disciplines
that complements environmental education but have
different philosophies.
• Climate Change Education (CCE) aims to deepen
the public’s understanding of climate change and its
consequences.
• Outdoor Education (OE) relies on learning
experiences outdoors in ‘nature’ foster an
appreciation of nature, resulting in proenvironmental awareness and action (Clarke &
Mcphie,2014).
• Garden-based learning (GBL) utilizes the garden as
a teaching tool for integrative learning for children
and adults in an informal setting.

“

P R O G R A M M AT I C

S PAT I A L E X P L O R AT I O N S 

1

VISITOR ’S CENTRE
RECEPTION
Public

R E TA I L
E XHIBITION
Private

VISITOR’S
CENTRE

ADMINISTRATION
RECEPTION

GIFT SHOP

GIFT SHOP
RETAIL

CAFE/MARKET

CAFE/MARKET

EXHIBITION

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

The Environmental Interpretation
Centre will be used to transition visitors
into the Sage Mountain National Park
while acting as an outlet that promotes
environmental sustainability through
community education and scientific
research. The project aims to improve
the well being of the territory of Tortola
and its environments through the use
of architecture and education. This
will create a nurturing environment for
local enjoyment and recreation, and
draw inspiration and discovery of the
natural world.

BATHROOMS

The intent of this design proposal rests
on the belief that the development
of an Environmental Interpretation
Centre will help to foster a clear
awareness of, and concern about,
economic, social, political and
ecological interdependence in urban
and rural areas within small island
typologies that have limited resources
and knowledge of sustainable
practices by creating an open forum
of education and knowledge to
protect and improve the environment.
The aim is to create a new patterns of
thought and behavior of individuals,
groups and society as a whole towards
protecting its shared environment.

CAR
PARK

VISITORS CENTER

PAVED ROAD

LIBRARY

2

RESEARCH CENTRE
C O N S E R VAT O R Y ( m o d e r n g r e e n h o u s e )
Public

FLEX-SPACE

(classrooms/lecture rooms)

LIBRARY

RESEARCH LAB

CONSERVATORY

This thesis suggest that architecture should be
made for those considerations of positive emotions
and sense of comfort in pursuit of attentiveness, can
be enabled through the choice of applied biophilic
elements and principles that are shown to evoke the
highest scoring of preferences, when applied to the
build environment.

UNPAVED ROAD

MISSION

F L E X- S PA C E ( c l a s s r o o m s / l e c t u r e r o o m s )
Private

E
T
I
S

RE SE ARCH
CENTRE

RESEARCH
LAB

“To promote human and ecosystem
health and sustainability through
environmental education, research,
and service.”

SAGE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL
PARK

The site was selected to its
proxity to a large National
Park and most of the land
is covered with grass and
shrubs which allows for
minimal tree clearence on
site.

1. reduce its footprint
2. sustainable strategies +
technology
3. connection to site
4. connection to user

PROGR AM &
S PA T I A L E X P L O R A T I O N S  

1.
RECEPTION

2.
F L E X - S PAC E S

200-600 SF

600-1500 SF

- TICKETING BOOTH
- PARK INFORMATION
- LOUNGE
- TOURIST SERVICE
- PUBLIC RESTROOM

- LECTURE ROOMS
- WORKSPACES
ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
CLASSROOMS
EVENT
SPACE/
WORKSHOPS
- WORKSPACES

The Sage Mountain National Park was
established to preserve Tortola’s landscape
and cultural heritage of the region. The
lobby area will be the welcome area where
visitors enter first before disbursing into
other areas such as, the exhibition area and
cafe/gift shop.

Flex-spaces will be dedicated to improving
new learning spaces that can be arranged
to hold different programs. Educational
functions which would consist of offering
educational support activities for all ages in
classrooms/lecture spaces in conjunction
with research and preparation lab
activities, field trips to the research center/
museum as part of the local school science
curriculum and in support of special events,
college credit workshops and seminars for
continuing education, and graduate level
research projects and programs.

4.
R E TA I L A R E A

3.
EXHIBITION AREA
300-600 SF

900-1500 SF

- OPEN RECEPTION
- OPEN ATRIUM
- TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS
- AUDIO/VISUAL PROGRAMS
- EVENT SPACE

- GIFT SHOP
- CAFE / FRUIT MARKET

The exhibition hall will open to the reception
area for the Centre that will help invite
visitors into the park and relay all information
regarding the park and knowledge about
environmental issues. It will also have
exhibits and displays about the Tortola’s
natural history.

The retail zone will host guest and children
that need a quick refreshment after going
through the park and act as a chill out zone
for children. The restaurant would be a more
formal setting for guest to utilize the site
after hours or to host local events. The gift
shop will be connected to the cafe/market
area and will have local products, souvenirs
and fruits from the park for purchase. The
market place will offer a wide range of fruits
and seeds that can be seen

5.
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

6.
RE SE ARCH L A B

600-1000 SF

600-1000 SF

- OFFICE SPACES
- CONFERENCE ROOMS
- PRIVATE BATHROOM
- BREAK ROOM
- STORAGE

A space will be need to support the work of
all the service staff, volunteers, and partners
that help manage and protect the Sage
Mountain National Park.

A Research wing will be designed to
hold all educational functions such as
classrooms, lecture spaces and laboratories
for conducting independent research on
sustainability and conservation. All programs
intend to help continue the pursuit of
local education and support graduate level
research projects and programs.

7.
L I B R A RY

8.
C O N S E RVAT O RY

300-500 SF

200-500 SF

- CONFERENCE ROOMS
- PRIVATE BATHROOM
- PUBLIC READING AREAS
- PRIVATE READING AREAS

- ENERGY AND WATERINTENSIVE PROGRAM

The library act as an extension to the research
laboratory and a source of knowledge and
Information for public usages.

The conservatory is created as an
educational link between the Environmental
Interpretation Centre and the community.
The aim of the design is to re-imagines the
modern greenhouse as more than a typical
energy and water-intensive program but as
a net zero energy building model.

05
DESIGN SYNTHESIS
TRANSFUSING ARCHITECTURE AND ECOLOGY
DESIGN INTEGRATION
DESIGN ELEMENTS
PRECEDENTS IMPLEMENTATION
SUSTAINABILITY
STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS & MATERIALITY
SITE PLAN
PERSPECTIVE RENDERINGS

SITE AREA: 76,222 SF
The program requires a
minimum of 7200 SF of
open space .

PRO GR AM TO SI T E

SITE

SITE

Sage Mountain National
Park

9.45% < 10% OF THE SITE

The
Environmental
Interpretation
Centre will be used to transition visitors
into the Sage Mountain National Park
while acting as an outlet that promotes
environmental sustainability through
community education and scientific
research. The project aims to improve
the well being of the territory of Tortola
and its environments through the use
of architecture and education. This will
create a nurturing environment for local
enjoyment and recreation, and draw
inspiration and discovery of the natural
world.
The reason behind this initiative was
to capture the history of the place and
showcase the value of nature. This
forms part of the Park’s educational
program in support of tourism and multidisciplinary conservation education.
The primary role of the interpretation
Center is to engage and educate the
community.

BUILDING ON- SITE
There are multiple ways to address the site when
going through the schematic phases, but I have
narrowed the categories to three; embedding the
program, lifting the program, and placing the program
in an open area with space around it.

1

EMBEDDED IN A HILLSIDE
Housing the building within the
landscape anchors it through the
process of cut/fill and then the
hillside itself inspires the concept.

2

RAISE THE PROGRAM
A raised program puts the emphasis
on the outdoor activities happening
below it with also causing minimal
disturbance to the land.

3

PLACE ON GRADE
Placing the program on grade
allows easy accessibility and can
be designed like a campus with
open spaces between buildings
and private courtyard spaces.

BUILDING ORIENTATION.

WATER MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM.

LANDSCAPING.

Energy efficiency and thermal comfort
from the sun.

A raised program puts the emphasis
on the outdoor activities happening
below it with also causing minimal
disturbance to the land.

Native vegitation incorporated in
the building’s landscape. Outdoor
learning spaces, exhibits, and
gardens.

• Sustainable sites
• Energy and atmosphere

• Water efficiency

• Indoor environmental quality

• Integrative process

• Innovation

• Regional priority

LEED: ASPECTS OF GREEN BUILDINGS
LEED projects earn points across nine basic areas
that address key aspects of green buildings.

1. Integrative process
2. Location and transportation
3. Sustainable sites
4. Water efficiency

5

SUSTAINABLE
BUILDING ELEMENTS
The goal of the built design is to
display sustainable practices that
the public can visually learn from by
demontrating LEED’s key aspects of a
green building.

5. Energy and atmosphere

1

2

3

4

5

6. Materials and resources
7. Indoor environmental quality
8. Innovation
9. Regional priority
http://leed.usgbc.org/leed.html

PROGRAM
Environmental Interpretation Centre

MATERIAL.

SPACIAL ORGANIZATION.

Utilize local construction material
to reduce transportation and cost.
Passive design elements are included.

What spaces need what in terms of
wind or sun.
• Materials and resources

• Integrative process
• Location and transportation
• Materials and resources

• Indoor environmental quality

These specialized institutions serve to communicate
the significance and meaning of heritage. The aim
is to educate and raise awareness for heritage, the
environment and ocommunity development..

N E G AT I V E E N V I R O N M E N TA L

I M PAC T S O F T O U R I S M
There are many negative environmental impacts of tourism which are all substantial such as, the depletion of local natural resources,
pollution and poor waste management. The tourism industry is very depmanding and puts pressure on the natural enviroment and its
resources which leads to soil erosion, increased pollution, natural habitat loss, and more pressure on endangered species.
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OVER 4 MILLION SQUARE KILOMETERS
OF LAND IS BEING DEGRADED EVERY
YEAR. 120,000 SQUARE KILOMETERS
ARE TURNED INTO ACTUAL DESERT.

DEAD
CORAL REEF

8

%

OF
GLOBAL
GREENHOUSE
GAS
EMISSIONS COMES FROM THE TOURISM
INDUSTRY, WITH TRANSPORTATION
ACCOUNTING FOR 90% OF THIS.

OF GLOBAL GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS COMES FROM THE
TOURISM
INDUSTRY,
WITH
TRANSPORTATION ACCOUNTING
FOR 90% OF THIS.

The Henry Wilfred ‘Freddie’ Smith
Power Station at Pockwood Pond.

90

%

OF THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLAND’S ENERGY IS
GENERATED BY BURNING FOSSIL FUELS.

The Caribbean relies on the tourism industry
to sustain itself financially, but suffers from
its carbon footprint · The Virgin Islands
consuming $26.16 millions in fossil fuel per
year for energy and transpotation. “With a
consumption of approximately one million
gallons of fossil fuel per month, the Virgin
Islands (VI) is burning $2.18 million in fossil fuel
per month at base cost, which works out to
roughly $26.16 million per year, and $130.8
million over 5 years’. (Virgin Islands News Online)
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OF THE WORLD’S LAND SURFACE IS
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“Desertification is a phenomenon
that ranks among the greatest
environmental challenges of our time.
Yet most people haven’t heard of it or
don’t understand it”. (United Nations)

POLLINATOR GARDENS
PART OF THE ROOF TOP GARDEN
WAS TO INCORPORATE A POLLINATOR
GARDEN INTO THE LANDSCAPE DESIGN
TO HELP AND SUSTAIN POLLINATORS
BY SUPPLYING FOOD IN THE FORM OF
POLLEN SO THAT THESE IMPORTANT
ANIMALS HELP MAINTAIN AND GROW
AN AREA’S VEGETATION, SUCH AS THE
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE PRODUCTION.

FIG. 8.

Top: rue anemone (by Karen Messick), purple pitcherplant (by Lisa Garrett), bloodroot (by
Kerry Wixted), trillium (Karen Messick); bottom: tickseed, Virginia bluebells, trumpet creeper,
dutchman’s breeches (all by Kerry Wixted)

FIG. 9.

MAIN ROAD

SITE PLAN

ECO

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION CENTRE
SCALE

10’ 20’

40’

N

RESEARCH CENTRE
PHOTOVOLTAIC

INTERPRETATION CENTRE

SOLAR ENERGY
THESE SOLAR PANELS, MOUNTED ON A
ROOFTOP, HARVEST SOLAR ENERGY AND
CONVERT IT TO ELECTRICITY WHILE ACTING
AS A DISPLAY OF SUSTAINABILITY SYSTEMS
USED BY THE BUILDING.

NORTH ELEVATION + PROGRAM

EAST SECTION AA

PASSIVE SYSTEMS
CEILING VENTS AND LIGHT WELL
HELP AIR CIRCULATE THROUGH THE
BUILDING AND LET LIGHT IN.

ECOTOURISM IS A RELATIVELY NEW FORM OF TOURISM IN
ECOTOURISM
IS A RELATIVELY NEW FORM
WHICH
EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD IS ENGAGING.
OF TOURISM IN WHICH NEARLY EVERY COUNTRY
AROUND THE WORLD IS ENGAGING IN.

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION IS A FORM OF
EDUCATION
“THAT FORGES
EMOTIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
INTERPRETATION
IS INTELLECTUAL
CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN
INTERESTS
OF THE AUDIENCE
A FORM OF EDUCATION
“THAT THE
FORGES
EMOTIONAL
AND
THE MEANINGS
INHERENTBETWEEN
IN THE RESOURCE”
(NAI)
AND INTELLECTUAL
CONNECTIONS
THE
INTERESTS OF THE AUDIENCE AND THE MEANINGS
INHERENT IN THE RESOURCE” (NAI)

OUTDOOR EXHIBIT AREA
OUTDOOR INTERPRETIVE SIGNS
POLLINATOR GARDEN
WIND TURBINE
SOLAR PANELS

Level 4
8917' - 10 1/4"

Level 3
8904' - 10 1/4"

Level 2
8891' - 10 1/4"

Level 1
8878' - 10 1/4"

EAST SECTION
2

Section 1
1/8" = 1'-0"

EAST SECTION BB

N

1ST FLOOR PLAN
SCALE

10’

20’

40’

N

2ND FLOOR PLAN

N
ROOF TOP GARDEN

SECTOIN AA

SECTOIN DD

ADMIN/RESEARCH LAB/LIBRARY/CAFE

SECTOIN CC

LOBBY/ECO-MUSEUM/FLEX SPACE

EAST SECTION CC

NATIVE PLANT LIFE IS
RECREATED WITHIN THE
BUILDING’S DEISGN.

SECTOIN CC

3RD FLOOR PLAN
SCALE

10’

20’

40’

EAST SECTION DD

Environmental
Features

Place-based
Relationships

Natural Patterns
+ Processes

Light + Space

Human-Nature
Relationships

Natural Shapes
+ Forms

LIBRARY

LOBBY AREA

ROOFTOP GARDEN
EXHIBITION ROOM
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